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Q: Can these water tanks be used to store drinking water and non drinking water?
A: Yes, but drinking water, you do need to test and treat your water as needed. You also need to use 
the tank fabric that has an NSF 61 certification. Currently standard drinking water tanks use XR-3 
PW fabric which has the NSF 61 approval.

Q: What is NSF 61 mean when discussing these water tanks.
A: NSF 61 means the fabric leaves no bad taste and has no foul odor and are made for drinking 
water consumption by humans.

Q: What if I do not need to store drinking water and need to store gray, irrigation or Black water? 
A: There are options, but standardly the tanks would be made from XR-5 8130 fabric which has been 
in use for decades. Note XR-5 8130 is not for drinking water and it does not have the drinking water 
certification.

Q: What’s the biggest tank I can use made with the two tank fabrics above?
A: The largest size is 25,000 gallons, for sizes larger than that please contact us for more options.

Q: Are there different sizes I can get?
A: Yes, there are many different tank sizes please call or chat with us today to let us know your 
requirements.

Q: Can I get a custom size tank?
A: Yes you can but we need to know more about your specific needs to let you know if it is possible 
or feasible.

Q: Can I get different connections to hook up to my system or pump?
A: Yes, standard available parts are used but we can also work with you on various sizes and fittings 
to help your project.

Q: What does the breather do at the top of the tank?
A: The breather most importantly let’s the air escape while you fill the tank with water.
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Q: Can I drive with my tank full of water?

A: Tanks are standardly meant to be stationary.  Contact us for what you need so we may see the 
best way to accommodate what you need. Depending on your application, we may be able to help. 
The sloshing of the liquid back-and-forth during transport can be an issue.

Q: Can I have my tank on an incline?

A: No, For best results it is recommended tanks are generally meant to be flat on the ground with 

less than a 1% grade. Please contact us for specific information.

Q: Where will my tank ship from?

A: Interstate may use multiple manufacturers to help our clients and this may also depend on 

availability, leadtime as well as your specific or location needs. We have several options to help 

you.

Q: Can I buy my tank direct from Interstate?
A: Yes, Interstate Products Inc. is happy to help you with your tank project. Learn the IPI difference 
where are we provide unsurpassed service on every product we sell.

Q: Are bulk discounts or specials available?

A: Yes, please contact our office and talk to a tank specialist today.

Q: What is the difference between the military style tanks and the standard tanks?
A: Some of the biggest difference is the fabric is thicker, more expensive and the tanks come with 
different parts. For most applications the non-military tanks are the best option. Contact us for more 
information and questions.
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